In modern research, Pufendorf's doctrine of natural equality has received relatively little attention, and the assessments that have been made have not always been positive. Two American theorists of human equality have characterized De jure's chapter 3.2. on natural equality as ''a curious essay'' which not only conflates fact and value, but also fails to give ''any solid clue'' regarding the meaning of natural equality. 2 In German scholarship, however, Pufendorf has been credited with founding natural equality on human dignity. This interpretation was introduced by Hans Welzel, according to whom Pufendorf established not only natural equality but, after some false starts, his entire theory of natural law on the dignity of humanity, thus anticipating the Kantian doctrine of Menschenwü rde.
3 While subsequent scholars have usually not followed Welzel in seeing human dignity as the foundation of Pufendorf's natural law doctrine, the view that he deduced natural equality from the dignity of humanity is repeated in numerous studies. 4 In this article my aim is to show that, while Pufendorf's discussion of natural equality left a great deal to be desired in terms of clarity and precision, it is still possible to identify some major principles which guided his remarks on the topic. I will, however, partly question the proto-Kantian interpretation of Pufendorf's doctrine put forward by Welzel. To this end, I will first pay more attention than previous commentators to the highly unequal distribution of abilities Pufendorf found in the human species. I will then point out that by natural equality Pufendorf referred to two logically separate ideas. Human beings are equal by nature in the sense of having an equal obligation to obey natural law and in the sense of having similar innate duties toward each other. My argument is that the dignity Pufendorf attributed to human nature did not indicate the Kantian idea of absolute and incomparable worth but only a comparative superiority in relation to other creatures. This comparative dignity of human nature offered a foundation for the equal obligation to obey natural law, but not for the similarity of innate duties. The latter followed from the fundamental principle of natural law, the duty to maintain sociality, and from observations concerning human self-esteem. Pufendorf failed, however, to distinguish properly between the two meanings of natural equality, and his failure in this regard has made his discussion on the topic somewhat difficult to follow.
DISTRIBUTION OF ABILITIES
In order to understand Pufendorf's doctrine of natural equality, we must first pay attention to the fact that it is not accompanied by a belief in the relative similarity of human capabilities. Like most seventeenth-century political theorists, Pufendorf takes it for granted that the male sex has superior abilities in relation to the female one. 5 More significant in this context, however, is the fact that in De jure 3.2. he refers twice to the unequal distribution of abilities among men and women alike. The first reference occurs when he criticizes Hobbes for claiming that while the physical abilities of human beings are equal in the sense that everyone is able to kill everyone else, there is even greater equality in the prudential abilities of human individuals. Hobbes had maintained that prudential abilities are rather similar in all individuals with similar experience, though he admitted that due to their vanity many are inclined to think that they have more wisdom ''than the Vulgar.'' When we add to this that it is much easier for human beings to observe the workings of their own prudence than that of others, they hardly ever ''believe there be many so wise as themselves.'' In Hobbes's opinion, such complacency with one's own abilities only showed that in reality prudential capabilities are equally distributed: ''For there is not ordinarily a greater signe of the equall distribution of any thing, than that every man is contented with his share. '' 6 With the above remarks Hobbes may have merely meant that humans have a tendency to think that they are as prudent as anybody else.
7 Yet Pufendorf understands them as arguments for the equal distribution of prudential abilities, pointing out that they are founded on erroneous empirical observations. In reality we often ''see one man anticipating the consequences of things more accurately than another, and more skillfully applying his previous observations and ascertaining the similarities and dissimilarities among cases.'' While prudence undoubtedly develops through experience, even of those with equal experience ''one person's skill becomes pre-eminent while another's dullness is little remedied by experience.'' Furthermore, one cannot argue that these observations would be affected by vanity, as we observe such differences not only when we compare ourselves to others but also when we compare one stranger to another.
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The unequal distribution of prudential and other intellectual abilities is not an arbitrary feature of the human species. On the contrary, God has quite purposefully measured out ''physical and mental goods to mortals in different proportions'' so that there would be suitable people for every task the human species needs in order to survive and prosper.
9 Dissimilar abilities establish a division of labor which prevails not only among individuals but also among ethnic groups. In his history of Sweden, Pufendorf points out how the Finns living in the Swedish realm differ from the Swedes not only in their language but also in their customs and character. The Finns are rustic, stiff, and opinionated people, and yet extremely hard workers, which makes them ''more proper for Fatigue and downright Labour than for such Work as requires Ingenuity and Dexterity. '' 10 What is more, in some cases the disparity of abilities is so great that this should be reflected in power relations. This becomes apparent when Pufendorf discusses the Aristotelian idea of natural slavery. On this issue, it has been customary to quote only the remark that ''the opinion derived from the Greeks, according to which some men are by nature slaves de- 7 The inconsistencies in Hobbes's remarks on natural equality are explored in Gary B. serves to be rejected,'' since it ''clashes head on with the natural equality of men. '' 11 What is often left unmentioned is that Pufendorf shares the anthropological assumptions behind the Aristotelian position.
It is evident, of course, that some men are blessed with such an abundance of natural ability that they are able not only to look out for themselves but also, indeed, to govern others. Some, however, are too dull-witted to be able to govern themselves, except badly, or they do nothing at all unless they are directed or impelled by others, even though nature has often endowed them with a strong body by means of which they can shower many advantages upon the rest. When these are subject to the sovereignty of someone more prudent, they have no doubt reached a state that agrees with their native character. Hence, if these two types of men establish a sovereignty of their own accord, it is surely congruent with nature that the authority to command be conferred upon the former and the necessity to obey laid upon the latter, for in this way both their interests will be served.
Like Aristotle, Pufendorf holds that there are people who are by nature inept for governing their own lives successfully and who would benefit both themselves and others by living under the close supervision of someone with an ability to govern others. 13 Later in De jure he emphasizes that slavery for such people is a fully appropriate social position, providing that it is not accompanied by inhuman cruelty on the side of the master. Slavery includes a permanent loss of personal liberty, but this is ''compensated by the perpetual certainty of maintenance, which is often not the lot of those who work by the day, because of lack of employment, or their own laziness, which can be cured only by blows. '' 14 Moreover, the number of people with an aptitude for servitude is not small. In his history of the principal kingdoms and states in Europe, Pufendorf sent to America ''to do all sorts of drudgery'' for the Spaniards, and who ''are generally very handy, but very perfidious and refractory,'' wherefore ''they must always be kept under a strict hand. '' 15 However, the aptitude for servitude is not only to be found in African or other non-European nations. In De jure Pufendorf refers approvingly to the view that ''the doing away of slavery among Christians is one of the reasons why one meets everywhere such a pack of wandering thieves and sturdy beggars,'' adding that this problem has ''been met in some states by the erection of public workhouses, in which lazy rascals are constrained to a life of labour.'' 16 Pufendorf agrees with Aristotle in holding that if there is a power relation between a person with an aptitude for servitude and a person with a capacity to govern, it is ''congruent with nature'' that the former obeys the latter. Aristotle's error in this issue was to assume that ''nature herself has actually and directly given the more prudent sovereignty over the more dull, or such a right, at least, that the former can force the latter to serve them against their will.''
17 Even when such subjection would be evidently beneficial for the less able, their right to govern their own actions should not be diminished without their consent. To be sure, this consent does not have to be founded on an expressed or tacit act of approval. The power relation can also be established by an interpreted consent. 18 This is a consent inferred from the assumption that if the person understood the situation properly, he or she would give his or her consent to someone else's authority. 19 Such an idea of consent blurs the distinction between power relations founded on knowingly given approval and those derived from prevailing social conventions. 20 However, at the same time it highlights Pufendorf's theoretical insistence that all power relations must be understood as prevailing between persons who are equal by nature.
MEANING OF NATURAL EQUALITY
In what sense are human beings by nature equal despite their highly unequal abilities? Hobbes had argued that what makes humans equal by nature is their reciprocal ability to kill each other. Pufendorf does not reject such a naturalistic understanding of natural equality altogether, 21 but he criticizes Hobbes for contrasting this relative similarity of physical abilities with our ''actual inequality'' which ''has been introduced by civil law. '' 22 In doing so, Hobbes had failed to notice that civil law ''does not make one man stronger than another but more dignified'' and civil inequalities ''affect not men's strength but their status and condition. '' 23 Behind these remarks is Pufendorf's renowned distinction between physical and moral entities. By physical entities he means natural objects to which God has given material characteristics as well as those inner features that produce their particular aptitudes and motions. These include human beings with all their physical and mental faculties. 24 As such, physical entities have no moral characteristics, morality being introduced to the world by moral entities. These are attributes ''superadded to things already existent and physically complete, and to their natural effects, by the will of intelligent beings who alone determine their existence.'' 25 The most important of such attributes are moral qualities such as obligation, authority, right, and esteem. These serve as building blocks in the construction of various moral persons in society, such as sovereign and subject, husband and wife, master and servant, and so on. 26 Most of these attributes have been added to physical entities by human agents in order to cultivate and organize human life. However, the first moral entities were imposed by God, who did not want human beings to live ''without being accountable to any law, rule, or necessity'' but wanted ''men's life and actions to be tempered by certain principles. '' 27 To this end, God endowed the human species with an ability to recognize, even without knowledge of the Bible, that they are obligated to obey a law which imposes on them certain duties toward other people. 24 Ibid., 1.1.2. 25 Ibid., 1.1.4. 26 Ibid., 1.1.12-23. 27 Ibid., 1.1.3; 2.1.1. 28 Ibid., 2.3.20.
In Pufendorf's view, Hobbes's method of contrasting the reciprocal ability to kill with civil inequalities is a category mistake. The ability to kill characterizes humans as physical entities, whereas civil inequalities are founded on moral attributes which the civil sovereign imposes on his subjects. This would suggest that, in the sphere of moral entities, natural equality consists of the similarity of the duties which humans have toward each other prior to mutual agreements. And this is of course the idea of natural equality which plays a key role in Pufendorf's contractual theory of human power relations. However, things are complicated by the fact that by natural equality he also refers to the idea that the obligation to obey natural law ''binds all men equally. '' 29 It is important to note that these two ideas are not identical. The fact that everyone has a similar obligation to obey natural law does not necessitate the view that this law imposes similar duties on each individual. Consequently, Pufendorf's views concerning the moral foundation of equal obligation are not necessarily his justification for the similarity of innate duties. In what follows, my main focus will be on the similarity of duties, as this is the idea which explains why there are no natural hierarchies among human individuals despite the great differences in their abilities.
NATURAL LIBERTY
Why are human beings holders of similar innate duties? One answer suggested in modern scholarship is that Pufendorf sees natural equality as a corollary of the liberty people enjoy in the state of nature. Moreover, while he uses natural liberty and equality as analytic devices to ''set the moral parameters of the problem of obligation,'' as ''existent realities'' they are, for him, historically given characteristics of the original human condition.
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Support for such an interpretation can be found in the fact that, in his discussions of the state of nature, Pufendorf mentions liberty as the feature due to which humans are considered equal in that condition. 31 Yet there are several reasons why I would not conclude that he deduces natural equality from the liberty that prevails in the state of nature. 29 Firstly, liberty is a moral entity in Pufendorf's theory, more precisely a right to one's own person and actions. 32 Natural liberty, in turn, is a Godimposed innate right to govern one's person and actions independent of others.
33 It would be extremely strange if Pufendorf thought that the discipline of natural law can take the existence of such fundamental moral entity as historically given. Secondly, Pufendorf makes it clear that the only historically existing state of nature is the condition ''that now exists between different states and between citizens of different countries, and which formerly obtained between heads of separate families. ' ' 34 Yet he does not restrict natural equality to male householders and civil sovereigns but insists that all humans should be regarded as equals by nature. 35 Finally, in his argument against the doctrine of natural slavery Pufendorf offers the following argument for the natural liberty of human beings.
Since nature has made all men equal, and since slavery cannot be understood apart from inequality (for to be a slave surely implies acknowledging a superior; freedom however, does not require one to have an inferior, as it suffices not to be subject to a superior), it is understood that naturally, or apart from any antecedent deed, all men are free.
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In this statement natural liberty follows from natural equality. This order fits well with the main content of natural equality. If all humans have similar innate duties toward each other, no one has a natural right to command others. When Pufendorf mentions liberty as the reason why humans are considered equal in the state of nature, he is not discussing the moral foundation of natural equality but contrasting the state of nature with civil society. His idea is that while natural liberty is a subcategory of the broader notion of natural equality, it is the most significant aspect of this equality in the state of nature. Because of their independence, individuals in the state of nature are regarded as equals, not merely as equals by nature. This 32 distinguishes the state of nature from civil society, in which people are highly unequal but should still be esteemed as equals by nature.
HUMAN DIGNITY
As mentioned above, several scholars have argued that Pufendorf establishes natural equality on human dignity. 37 As evidence they refer to the fact that in paragraph 3.2.1., which starts his discussion on natural equality in De jure, Pufendorf remarks how ''the very word 'man' is thought to contain a certain dignity.'' When he adds that ''human nature belongs equally to all men,'' it is concluded that he finds natural equality in the dignity which characterizes human nature.
This interpretation has obvious attractions. For many of us it seems natural to think that if human beings are in some morally significant sense equal, this must be founded on a feature which they all share and which is morally more important than all differences in their personal abilities and social position. And for those of us familiar with (or unknowingly affected by) Kantian moral philosophy, the idea of the dignity of humanity appears as an obvious candidate for the job. However, a closer study of what Pufendorf has to say about the dignity of human nature makes it apparent that, in so far as similar innate duties are concerned, it does not qualify for such a task. In order to understand the problems involved, it is useful to compare Pufendorf's account of human dignity with those of Kant and Cicero.
In Kant's moral philosophy, the notion of human dignity (Wü rde) is intimately connected to his idea of humanity (or rational nature in general) as an end in itself. The details of Kant's theory are complex, and the question as to what exactly makes humanity an end in itself has been much debated in recent Kant scholarship. 38 For our purposes it is sufficient to point out that by human dignity Kant means worth that is not only unconditional in the sense that it is not dependent on being an object of human needs or desires. It is also absolute in the sense of being incomparable with the relative worth (Wert) that characterizes individuals in social life due to their personal abilities, ''with which it cannot be brought into comparison or competition at all without, as it were, assaulting its holiness. '' 39 Such a dignity does not come in degrees, wherefore it imposes similar moral attributes on all rational beings irrespective of their abilities and merits. In Die Metaphysik der Sitten Kant declares that the most notable of these attributes is freedom, which he defines as ''the only original right belonging to every man by virtue of his humanity,'' and which includes ''innate equality, that is, independence from being bound by others to more than one can in turn bind them.'' 40 Kant also makes it clear that the dignity of humanity excludes slavery, 41 though in numerous other writings he presents a hierarchical account of human races which justifies European colonialism and the enslavement of Africans in America. 42 It has been pointed out, however, that in late works such as Zum ewigen Frieden and Die Metaphysik der Sitten Kant consistently condemns colonialism and chattel slavery, which seems to indicate that his views on the question of race changed in the 1790s.
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A more modest idea of human dignity is to be found in Cicero's De officiis. This is the locus classicus of the notion of human dignity and a work Pufendorf refers to over 70 times in De jure. Like other Roman writers, Cicero used the term dignitas mainly to denote a man's superior status and worthiness in civil life. However, in De officiis, discussing the role of bodily pleasures in human life, he also attributed dignity to the human species in general.
It is a part of every enquiry about duty always to keep in view how greatly the nature of man surpasses domestic animals and other beasts. They perceive nothing except pleasure, and their every instinct carries them to it. A man's mind, however, is nourished by 39 By dignity Cicero here refers to the superiority of human beings in relation to other animals founded on their shared ability to reason and to speak. In his view, these features establish a natural fellowship (societas) among all members of the human species. 45 This means, among other things, that the members of the Roman elite (''we'' in Cicero's vocabulary) are expected to maintain justice even toward slaves (''the lowliest''). 46 Cicero never suggests, however, that in order to be just, the Roman elite should think that all humans have similar duties toward each other prior to mutual agreements. Nor does he contradict his notion of human dignity when he, in De re publica, rejects the claim that slavery and Roman imperialism are violations of justice with the following argument.
Do we not see that the best people are given the right to rule by nature herself, with the greatest benefit to the weak? Why then does god rule over man, the mind over the body, reason over desire, anger and the other flawed portions of the mind? . . . The rule of kings and generals and magistrates and fathers and nations directs their citizens and allies in the same way that the mind rules bodies, while masters subdue their slaves in the same way that the best part of the mind, wisdom, subdues the flawed and weak parts of the same mind, such as desires, anger, and others disturbances. 47 While all humans have the ability to reason, there are still significant differences in their mental capabilities, and the dignity which characterizes the 44 human species in relation to other animals does not exclude natural hierarchies among human individuals and nations. 48 Cicero saw human dignity as a moral feature included in the hierarchically structured cosmological order. Pufendorf, in turn, regards it as a moral attribute God has imposed on human nature. Since God did not endow animals with an immortal soul, he was ''pleased to manifest His power in producing and destroying them,'' seeing that there was no need to furnish them with the ability to recognize and obey a law. 49 However, when God decided to give humans an immortal soul, he found it necessary to furnish human nature ''with the light of understanding and faculty of judging, choosing and, as well, becoming highly skilful in many arts. '' 50 In doing so, God also endowed human nature with the moral attribute of dignity. This dignity is unconditional in the sense that it does not depend on being an object of human needs or desires. It is not, however, absolute in the Kantian sense of the term. Like Cicero, Pufendorf uses the word dignitas to denote a person's comparative value in social life, remarking that ''in well-founded commonwealths citizens exceed one another in dignity. '' 51 This civil dignity is a subcategory of the more general phenomenon of esteem, which ''is the value of persons in communal life according to which they can be equated or compared with others, and ranked before or after them.'' 52 Accordingly, the dignity that characterizes human nature does not make human individuals ends in themselves. It is merely a feature which ''far outshines'' that of brutes, gives human beings ''pre-eminence over other living things,'' raises them to a ''supreme rank,'' and makes them ''the first among earthly creatures. '' 53 Like Cicero, Pufendorf sees the dignity of human nature as a comparative moral feature which denotes the superiority of the human species in relation to other animals. It indicates, firstly, that God has entitled humans to use other creatures for their survival and well-being, though Pufendorf 48 The discussion on justice and Roman imperialism in De re publica is explored in James E. G. Zetzel, ''Natural Law and Poetic Justice: A Carneadean Debate in Cicero and Virgil,'' Classical Philology 19 (1996) emphasizes that we should not think that God has created the whole world only to serve our needs. Had this been God's objective, a much smaller system would certainly have been sufficient. 54 Secondly, the ability to recognize and obey a law makes all humans members of the same moral community. This means that even an enslaved enemy should not be treated ''like a beast or some inanimate object, toward which we lie under no obligation.'' 55 It also indicates that ''no matter how greatly someone excels others in mental or physical endowments,'' his ''endowments do not give him more of a license to afflict them with injuries.'' 56 As mentioned previously, this equal obligation to obey natural law is one of the two senses in which Pufendorf speaks about natural equality, and one can argue that in this meaning of the term he establishes natural equality on the dignity of human nature.
However, by natural equality Pufendorf also means that all humans have, prior to mutual agreements, similar duties toward each other. This equality of innate duties cannot be justified by referring to the rational and moral faculties which distinguish humans from other animals. After all, if these faculties raise human beings above other animals, what prevents us from concluding like Cicero that superior mental capabilities give their holder a right to command those with meager abilities? Pufendorf never suggests that the mere possession of rational and moral faculties would be morally so important that it would overcome all differences in the ability to use them. To be sure, in De jure 3.2.6. he paraphrases Descartes, who in Les passions de l'â me maintained that the only thing which truly generous persons esteem in themselves is virtuous will, which ''they suppose also to be present, or at least capable of being present, in every other person.'' Since humans share the ability to have a virtuous will, generous people ''do not have much more esteem for themselves than for those they happen to surpass'' in wealth, honor, intelligence, or ''other perfections. '' 57 This could be understood to mean that the fact that all humans have a free will offers a moral foundation for holding that they all have by nature similar duties toward each other. However, in the context of Pufendorf's theory, Descartes's discussion does not explain why one should be generous toward 54 Ibid., 4.3.2. 55 This still leaves the possibility that intellectual and moral faculties establish a relationship between human beings and God, and that this shared relationship to the Creator makes humans holders of similar innate duties in worldly life. This position has been recently attributed to John Locke, 59 but it cannot be found in Pufendorf. Like Locke, Pufendorf insists that every normal adult is capable of recognizing God's existence and the basic principles of natural law, at least when these truths are presented to them. This makes human beings creatures with a special moral relation to God and to members of the same moral community. But why should the shared moral relation to God indicate similar innate duties in worldly life? In the case of Locke, this question has been answered by pointing out that each individual is personally responsible for his or her chances of being saved and must, therefore, be free to govern his or her own conduct. 60 Pufendorf also holds that salvation requires personal faith, wherefore ''the Wife is not obliged to follow her Husband's Religion, nor the Servant the Master.''
SOCIALITY
One suggestion made in recent scholarship still needs to be discussed. This is the view that natural equality is implicit in Pufendorf's fundamental precept of natural law: the duty to promote sociality. 63 Ultimately, this interpretation comes back to the view that natural equality is founded on human dignity. However, since some passages in Pufendorf's writings deal explicitly with the relationship between the principle of sociality and natural equality, it deserves a separate treatment.
Like most of his contemporaries, Pufendorf holds that human reason unaided by the Bible recognizes the existence of God, and he also thinks that reason alone understands something about God's intentions in creating the world. Above all, reason comprehends that since God has created the human species, he wants humans to promote the survival of the human species as well as that restricted well-being which they are able to achieve in worldly life. The content of the law that God has imposed on all human beings is discovered by contemplating what kind of behavior is needed to promote these goals given the nature, condition, and inclinations of the human species. 64 Relevant human features in this respect include the strong inclination to protect one's own life, the inability to survive without other people's help, and the strong tendency to hurt others. From these, Pufendorf concludes that the fundamental principle of natural law is that every ''man must, inasmuch as he can, cultivate and maintain toward others a peaceful sociality that is consistent with the native character and end of humankind in general. '' 65 More specific precepts of natural law are then deduced by showing that they are, given human nature, necessary means of maintaining and cultivating sociality.
The view that natural equality is implicit in the duty to promote sociality finds inspiration in De jure 3.2.2., where Pufendorf distances himself from Hobbes's naturalistic account of natural equality by remarking that the natural equality he is speaking about ''arises from the fact that the obligation to cultivate a social life, which accompanies human nature as such, binds all men equally.'' The same idea can be found in the early Elementa jurisprudentiae universalis (1660), where Pufendorf remarks that since the ''obligation to cultivate a social life accompanies human nature as such, it appears that it binds all men equally, and that all men are equal to the extent that no one, however great the goods of mind and body whereby he excels the rest, has more of a right than they to afflict others with injuries. '' 66 These remarks highlight the confusing element in Pufendorf's account of natural equality that I have already mentioned several times. By natural equality he means, firstly, that humans are equally obliged to obey natural law, and secondly, that they have similar innate duties toward each other. Natural equality in the first mentioned sense is indeed implicit in the principle of sociality. The fact that God has imposed a law on the human species means that each member of the species has a similar obligation to follow that law in his or her dealings with other human beings. However, this tells us nothing about the content of the duties natural law imposes on each individual. The fact that everyone has a similar obligation to obey a law does not necessitate the view that this law imposes similar duties on each individual. Nor can the similarity of duties be derived from the obligation to promote sociality alone. If the objective of the duty to promote sociality is the safety and well-being of the human species, and if some people best advance their own good and general well-being by serving those who are fit to command others, why should we not conclude that natural law commands the former to obey the latter? The maxim that everyone has similar innate duties toward others is not a logical corollary of the mutual duty to promote sociality but requires some further premise.
SELF-ESTEEM
Does Pufendorf articulate a premise which transforms the duty to promote sociality into a duty to esteem others as one's equals with similar innate duties? His failure to distinguish between the two meanings of natural equality outlined above means that answering this question is a complex affair. However, a careful reading of De jure 3.2. reveals arguments and assumptions that make the transition easier to understand.
The first thing to notice is that Pufendorf presents both a demonstrative deduction of natural equality and what he calls ''popular arguments'' for this moral fact. The latter consist of observations which should make natural equality ''highly plausible'' to the common people, who lack both the time and capacity to concentrate on more solid philosophical justifications. In this context, Pufendorf does not refer to rational and moral abilities (or dignity) but cites classical Roman authors, who had pointed out how human beings not only share the same origin, but are also equally vulnerable and mortal as well as susceptible to the instability of worldly positions and fortunes. 67 These are, of course, similarities which characterize humans as physical entities, but we do not have to conclude that Pufendorf is guilty here of deducing moral norms from physical features. 68 Behind his popular arguments lies the assumption that when people are from childhood on instilled to praise morally good deeds and condemn the bad ones, most of them (including many famous philosophers) become unable to distinguish adequately between the physical and the moral spheres. 69 Thus, insofar as these people are ready to pay more attention to the above features of the shared human condition than to all those things which distinguish individuals and nations from each other, they are inclined to think that humans are also morally equal by nature.
Pufendorf rarely mentions popular arguments when he explores the individual precepts of natural law. That he does so in this case suggests that he sees his demonstrative deduction of natural equality as unappealing to those who lack the time and ability to follow philosophical argumentation. This is no wonder, as the point of the demonstrative argument is not to name some universally shared feature which would make all humans equal but to explain how our duty to esteem others as our natural equals follows from our duty to promote sociality.
In addition to that love man has for his life, body and things, and because of which he cannot avoid rebelling or fleeing everything tending to their destruction, we also find embedded in his mind a very delicate self-esteem. And if anyone detracts from this in any way, he is usually no less, but in fact often more upset than if harm is done to his body or things. Although this esteem is heightened by various causes, its primary basis seems to be human nature it- 67 Pufendorf, De jure 3.2.3. 68 See Coons and Brennan, By Nature Equal, 34. 69 Pufendorf, De jure 1.2.6. self. Indeed, the very word ''man'' is thought to contain a certain dignity, and the ultimate as well as the most effective argument deflecting other's rude insults is taken to be: ''Surely I am not a dog or a beast but as much a man as you.'' . . . Now since human nature belongs equally to all men, and since one cannot lead a social life with someone by whom one is not esteemed at least as a man, it follows as a precept of the natural law that ''Everybody must esteem and treat other men as his natural equals, or as men in the same sense as he. '' 70 As mentioned earlier, the individual precepts of natural law are deduced by showing that, given human nature, they are a necessary means of maintaining and cultivating sociality. In the passage quoted above Pufendorf does this by advancing observations concerning human self-esteem and its role in social life. He points out that humans have a natural tendency to value themselves and want others to value them as well. If they feel that they are seriously undervalued by others, they are at least as much, and sometimes even more, upset as if some harm is done to their body or belongings. Moreover, while things such as highly developed abilities and special achievements often intensify a person's sense of his or her own worth, what all humans highly value in themselves is the idea of being a member of the human species. This is an empirical observation which Pufendorf illustrates by pointing out how even ''the very word 'man' is thought to contain a certain dignity'' and how grave insults are usually answered by reminding the insulting person of one's humanity.
Pufendorf is well aware of the fact that extraordinary abilities and achievements are often accompanied by feelings of superiority, but he insists that it is possible for humans to control such sentiments and to esteem themselves only on the basis of their morally sound behavior. 71 What human beings cannot tame, however, is the anger that follows from not being regarded as a full member of the human species. Humans are incapable of maintaining peaceful relations with a person who questions their humanity, wherefore the duty to cultivate sociality imposes a duty to regard others as beings equally as human as oneself.
The above still leaves unexplained why there is a duty to regard everyone as holders of similar innate duties. If some individuals are able to govern others, while others are incapable of governing their own actions 70 Ibid., 3.2.1. 71 Ibid., 3.2.6. successfully, why is it not enough that the former regard the latter as unequal members of the human moral community? Pufendorf never gives a straightforward answer to this question, but there are passages which strongly suggest that his answer would refer to the effects that self-esteem and vanity have on people's idea of their own abilities.
When commenting on Hobbes's claim concerning the equal distribution of prudential abilities, Pufendorf insists that people are often ready to admit that some individuals have more prudence than they do. This does not mean, however, that they are unconcerned about being regarded as stupid. On the contrary, the ''characteristic desire of humans for esteem'' means that they are ''indignant at being reproached for dullness and imprudence, and extremely hostile toward those who brag of their own prudence before others. '' 72 This also applies to those with an aptitude for servitude. Even among these people there is hardly a person who does not think ''that he can live more correctly or comfortably by his own wits than by conforming himself to another's decisions. '' 73 Accordingly, in his list of the hardships which accompany slavery, Pufendorf remarks that the burdens of servitude are intensified by innate human vanity, ''because of which no man thinks himself as unworthy to rule.'' Due to his vanity, a slave usually thinks that ''fortune is doing him injustice,'' since ''he is as much or even more fitted to rule than his master. '' 74 These remarks illustrate a central assumption behind Pufendorf's discussion of natural equality. The idea of human nature that all humans associate with themselves includes an ability for self-rule. Even those individuals who in reality have an aptitude for serving others see themselves as agents fully capable of governing their own behavior and perhaps even that of others. Consequently, they feel that the dignity that characterizes them as human beings is as great as that of anybody else, and they cannot help feeling deeply insulted if others hold that nature herself has imposed servitude on them. In other words, the purpose of the duty to regard everyone as holders of similar innate duties is to maintain sociality by abstaining from violating a pivotal element in every person's self-esteem. This idea is clearly in use when Pufendorf derives from the general duty to regard others as our natural equals ''certain precepts whose observance has the greatest impact on the preservation of peace and friendship among mortals.'' In this context, he points out that ''one who demands that others be of service to 72 Ibid., 3.2.2. 73 Ibid., 3.2.8. 74 Ibid., 6.3.10.
him but desires always to be exempt surely deems them inferior to himself,'' and by ''such an attitude cannot avoid seriously offending others and giving them a pretext to break the peace.'' 75 The same idea is also assumed in an argument Pufendorf added to De jure's enlarged version of 1684.
And surely, just as opposite judgments about things that agree with one another imply a contradiction, so also does the laying down of different rules for two entirely similar cases, namely mine and someone else's. Indeed since everyone knows his own nature perfectly well, and that of other men (at least in their general inclinations) no less than that, it follows that someone who decides differently about another's right than about his own, despite their similarity, contradicts himself in a most familiar matter and gives proof of a seriously ill mind. For no good reason can be given why something I consider right for myself should, if all other things are equal, be considered wrong for another. 76 Here, the remark that a person contradicts himself by applying different moral standards to himself than to others could be seen an as attempt to express intuitions which Kant later analyzed with greater sophistication. This impression vanishes, however, when we notice that the features which make human beings ''things that agree with one another'' are not rational and moral faculties (or shared dignity) but general inclinations. We have seen that the most important human inclination in this context is selfesteem. Pufendorf's argument is founded on the assumption that just as we know that we would be seriously offended if someone demanded us to observe different rules in relation to him than what he is ready to observe toward us (other things being equal), we also know, from the similarity of general human inclinations, that other people would be equally offended, if we made similar demands of them. Since natural law requires everyone to cultivate peaceful sociality, differences in abilities offer us no excuse for maintaining that such demands would be morally right for us but wrong for others.
Finally, it should be noted that Pufendorf sees an intimate connection between the duty to hold others as our natural equals and the unequal distribution of human abilities. 75 Ibid., 3.2.4. 76 Ibid.
[N]ature has revealed here the cleverness that she also exhibits in other matters, by measuring out her physical and mental goods to mortals in different proportions, amid whose variety the equality of which we are treating maintains a proper harmony. Thus, just as in well-founded commonwealths citizens exceed one another in dignity or wealth, while freedom belongs equally to all, so also, no matter how greatly someone excels others in mental or physical endowments, he is no less bound to exercise toward them the same duties of natural law that he expects of them, and his endowments do not give him more of a license to afflict them with injuries. Nor does stingy nature or slender fortune as such condemn anyone to a worse position in regard to the enjoyment of a common right [ius] . Rather, that which one person can demand or expect of another can-other things being equal-be demanded or expected of him by others as well.
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The unequal distribution of abilities and the duty to regard others as our equals by nature are two complementary elements in God's design for the human species. The former is comparable to the unequal distribution of civil dignity and wealth among citizens in a well-founded commonwealth. Just as these inequalities are needed to uphold all functions of the civil society, so the unequal distribution of abilities ensures that there are suitable people for every task the human species needs in order to survive and prosper. Correspondingly, natural equality can be compared with civil liberty. A good civil sovereign prevents discord by taking care that civil liberty is equally shared by all citizens and that ''distinctions of rank and honor'' do not have ''such a force that the more powerful can insult the weaker as they desire.'' 78 In a similar manner God has imposed on all humans a duty to regard each other as holders of similar innate duties in order to maintain ''proper harmony'' among individuals who are unequal in their abilities and yet equally sensitive about their status as human beings.
CONCLUSION
The exploration of Pufendorf's doctrine of natural equality I have presented above suggests the following interpretation: When natural equality refers 77 Ibid., 3.2.2. 78 Ibid., 7.9.8. to the equally strong obligation to obey natural law, it is founded on human dignity and is implicit in the principle of sociality; but when it refers to the similarity of innate duties, it is a corollary of the duty to cultivate sociality and the character of human self-esteem. However, due to his failure to distinguish properly between the two meanings of natural equality Pufendorf did not make a clear distinction between these two lines of reasoning but switched fluidly from one way of thinking to another. When we add to this the popular arguments for natural equality mentioned above, his discussion easily appears as an unstructured mélange of normative remarks and empirical observations.
It is worth adding that while Pufendorf generally distanced himself from the Hobbesian understanding of natural equality, his argument for the similarity of innate duties was clearly inspired by Hobbes. In his works, Hobbes had remarked that natural law, i.e., the principles needed to ensure peace, requires people who are about to establish a civil society to acknowledge each other as equals by nature. As a reason, he pointed out that ''hardly anyone is so naturally stupid that he does not think it better to rule himself than to let others rule him. '' 79 This meant that even if there were people whom Aristotle had called natural slaves and people who are by nature worthy of commanding others (which Hobbes doubted), this has no significance for the establishment of civil society, since the question as to ''who hath that eminency of virtue, above others, and who is so stupid as not to govern himself, shall never be agreed upon amongst men. '' 80 In distinction from Hobbes, Pufendorf held it evident that there are people with an aptitude for servitude as well as people suited to command others. Yet he admitted that among the former ''there is hardly anyone so stupid as not to think that he can live more correctly or comfortably by his own wits than by conforming himself to another's decisions. '' 81 In other words, while the differences in human abilities were much greater than what Hobbes had assumed, he had been right in claiming that people will never agree on who has an aptitude for servitude and who is suited to command. In Pufendorf's theory, this observation explained why all humans want to be esteemed as persons with innate duties and rights similar to those of anybody else, and why the more capable have an obligation to esteem even those with an aptitude for servitude as their natural equals. 79 Hobbes, De Cive 3.13. 80 Hobbes, Human Nature 17.1, in Elements of Law, Natural and Politic, ed. J. C. A. Gaskin (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1994), 93. 81 Pufendorf, De jure 3.2.8.
For most of us with post-Kantian moral sensibilities such an account of natural equality appears strange. It indicates that the duty to regard all humans as holders of similar innate duties does not follow from some morally significant feature in their humanity but from the need to pacify their self-esteem. If human nature were not possessed of self-esteem and vanity, those with an aptitude for serving others would realize their inability to govern their own lives and see themselves as persons whom God has meant to live in servitude. In such a case, those who are fit to govern others would not be obligated to regard those with an aptitude for servitude as persons who have similar innate duties to theirs, though it would still be their duty to hold them as members of the human moral community.
However disturbing such a view may be to our eyes, it fits well with the general tone of Pufendorf's theory. While he questioned the legitimacy of European colonialism, 82 he did not formulate his doctrine of natural equality in order to condemn slavery. On the contrary, he regarded slavery as a suitable condition for many individuals, lamenting the fact that this institution had been abolished among Christian nations. Nor did he use his account of natural equality to challenge prevailing civil hierarchies but merely to show that these are dependent on the civil sovereign. 83 In order to reach such conclusions, Pufendorf did not need to appeal to the absolute value of humanity but could well operate with the comparative notion of human dignity, deriving the similarity of innate duties from the principle of sociality and human self-esteem.
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